
SO YOU'RE STUDYING PHYSICS AT 

BROWN ... 

WELCOME! 

The Physics Departmental Undergraduate Group (DUG) is happy to welcome you to Brown Physics! We 

sincerely hope you enjoy taking classes and getting to know the folks in our department. DUGs exist to 

foster community and interest in their respective departments and to help students build connections 

with professors and alumni. Each semester the Physics DUG organizes a variety of events designed to 

achieve these goals, from social events to advising sessions to research talks with faculty. Although our 

events are open to all concentrators, we focus specifically on providing resources and support to physics 

students. 

INFO AND RESOURCES 

There are 4 concentration tracks in the physics department for the B.A. degree, and 6 tracks for the B.Sc. 

degree. To get more information about these tracks and their requirements please visit: 

www.brown.edu/academics/college/concentrations/. Alternatively, you can email our concentration 

advisor, Professor Dell'Antonio at Ian Dell'antonio@brown.edu. 

*** If you are taking an introductory physics course this semester, your email will be added to the 

Physics DUG listserv. If you're interested in Physics DUG events but are not taking physics this semester, 

you can either add yourself to the listserv at listserv.brown.edu or you can email 

physicsdug@brown.edu and request to be added.*** 

You may also consider getting involved with Physics WiSE (Women in Science and Engineering). This is a 

separate organization from WiSE in general and is run by undergrads in our own department. You can 

sign up for their listserv at the same website (listserv.brown.edu) or by contacting 

wise@brown.edu. 

ADVICE FROM OUR CONCENTRATORS 

Finally, we want to give you some advice as you start out in physics. A year or two ago the DUG asked 

concentrators for their advice for first-time physics students. Here are the responses we got: 

"Start your homework early in the week! At the very least just look over each problem so you understand 
what you have to do. The assignments will end up taking you less time since you'll figure things out about 
the problems while they're in the back of your mind. By asking questions early, you also won't end up 
conf�sed about a problem at midnight the night before it's due. 

Reading slightly ahead is your friend - it's very useful & feels great to be one of the few people in class 
who have seen the material already so they understand what the professor is doing. At the very least, sit 
down and read the book. It doesn't matter if you only need a few equations for the homework, you need to 
understand the concepts & hone your intuitions. The material is difficult and a second (or more) look at it 
will help you understand it better (even if you feel like you already get it!). 














